Forage Pest Management Workshop
NMSU Agricultural Science Center at Los Lunas
@NMSULosLunasASC

FORAGE PEST MANAGEMENT FIELD WORKSHOP
AUGUST 30TH @ 7:30 A.M.

- Hands-on Pest Sampling Demonstrations in the Field
- Overview of Pest Sampling for Lab Diagnosis
- Common Weed & Disease Pests of Alfalfa and Pastures
- Forage Management for Healthy Stands
- 5 Pesticide Applicator CEU's

Location: 1036 Miller Road, Los Lunas, N.M. 87031

PRESENTATIONS & HANDS-ON DEMONSTRATIONS

Registration: 7:30 a.m. | Presentations & Tours: 8:15 a.m.

Please RSVP to: Candace Salazar; 505-865-7340, sala1210@nmsu.edu

- Scouting/sampling/submission for insect pests in alfalfa (Jane Pierce, NMSU Extension Entomologist)
- Scouting/sampling/submission for diseases and nematodes in alfalfa and grass pastures (Phillip Lujan, NMSU Plant Diagnostic Clinic)
- Beneficial insects and preservation of beneficials (Miranda Kersten, IPM Program Manager)
- Weed identification/submission and herbicide studies (Leslie Beck, Extension Weed Specialist)
- Proper fertility in alfalfa and grass pastures (Mark Marsalis, Extension Forage Specialist)
- Stand assessment/replacement considerations (Leonard Lauriault, Forage Crop Management Scientist)

If you are an individual with a disability who is in need of an auxiliary aid or service to participate, please contact Candace Salazar in advance by August 10, 2021 at (505) 865-7340 or llunas@nmsu.edu.